FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 2-18-2016
www.cleanersolutionsllc.com

RE: CLEANER SOLUTIONS, LLC SECURES A REVOLUTIONARY PATENT-PENDING TECHNOLOGY FOR THE
COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY INDUSTRY
Cleaner Solutions, LLC announces a Patent-Pending breakthrough into the commercial laundry industry
to enable operators a practical way to transform any “Untreated Fabric” into an “Antimicrobial Treated
Fabric” capable of “continuous control of microbial growth on fabric.” Demonstrating reductions of
99%+ on gram (-) and gram (+) Bacteria such as MRSA, Staph and E.coli, between laundry washes or
multiple washings. The first Patent-Pending System ever introduced into the commercial laundry
industry capable of adding value across the board by delivering a permanent level of hygiene between
washings on any fabric type or fabric age.
The Leading Edge, Patent-Pending Antimicrobial Material Treatment, Delivery and Tracking System is
being driven by HYGIENX-8000. The HYGIENX-8000 system fully integrates a Hygienically Clean Platform
into commercial laundry operations to deliver new and extended hygiene standards that are maintained
and tracked long after wash. The system operates on site and remotely to allow the material to be
tested, maintained, tracked and monitored during processing and through the entire supply-chain cycle.
HYGIENX-8000 is positioned to retrieve data on fabrics while in-service, in-waiting, upon return and
even after re-wash or multiple re-washings.
HYGIENX-8000 utilizes Microstatic, a proprietary antimicrobial solution that is renewable and watersoluble to provide maximum affinity to form a permanent bond for the superior control of microbial
growth and odor.
Protecting personal space is critical today for healthcare workers, patients, veterinarians, travelers,
athletes, hospitality guests and numerous channels. HYGIENEX-8000 provides an innovative solution to
keep fabrics at a maximum level of cleanliness after being professionally cleaned by continuing to
defend the fabric 24/7 against the presence and spread of harmful pathogens, mildew and odor causing
bacteria. Extremely safe and ecologically superior solution that provides an excellent line of defense
which will neither leach nor wear off between washings.

For interested parties, please contact Cleaner Solutions, LLC. www.cleanersolutionsllc.com



Laundry operators interested in the HYGIENIX-8000 FABRIC CARE PROGRAM
Antimicrobial manufacturers or third parties interested in a license agreement for the delivery
of their solutions into the commercial laundry industry.

